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Abstract

This paper describes two models of asset markets and portfolio choice:
one where the von Neumann-Morgenstern utility function is defined on the
non-negative real line and short-selling is not allowed, and one where the
von Neumann-Morgenstern utility function is defined on the entire real line
and short-selling may be possible. A number of properties of the derived
utility function for portfolios, needed in demand and equilibrium analysis,
are investigated with particular attention to the possibility that the von
Neumann—Morgenstern utility function may be unbounded below and that
the derived (expected) utility of some portfolios may be negative infinity.



1 Introduction
This paper analyzes the utility function for portfolios of assets derived from
expected utility based on a von Neumann-Morgenstern utility function and
a joint distribution of total returns to the assets. This type of utility func-
tion has been used in the literature in a large number of models of portfolio
choice and asset market equilibrium. The aim is to demonstrate under
what conditions it has the properties needed in demand and equilibrium
analysis.

Two models are distinguished. In Model 1, the utility function is de-
fined on the non-negative real line, it may take the value minus infinity at
zero, the returns to all assets are non-negative, and short-selling is disal-
lowed. In Model 2, the utility function is defined on the entire real line (and
unbounded below), returns may well be negative, and short-selling may be
allowed.

In order not unduly to restrict the applicability of Model 1, it is nec-
essary not only to allow the utility function to approach negative infinity
as total portfolio return goes to zero but actually to let it take the value
negative infinity at zero. It is argued that this is acceptable from the point
of view of decision theory, even though most axiomatic theories of expected
utility imply a finite-valued utility function.

The fact that the utility function is unbounded below in Model 2 implies
that some portfolios may have negative infinite expected utility. If the
utility function in Model 1 is unbounded below, then some portfolios can
have negative infinite expected utility even though they have positive return
for sure.

It turns out that negative infinite expected utility can lead to discon-
tinuity of the derived utility function for assets. To avoid discontinuities,
an assumption (Assumption 3) is imposed on the joint distribution of asset
returns and on the von Neumann-Morgenstern utility function. The as-
sumption has the effect that negative infinite (expected) utility occurs only
in Model 1, only if the von Neumann-Morgenstern utility function takes
the value negative infinity at zero, and only if the portfolio has positive
probability of zero return.

In its general form, the assumption is a joint condition on the distribu-
tion of returns and the utility function. However, it is desirable to replace
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it with separate conditions, one on the distribution of returns and one on
the utility function. The condition on the distribution of returns (Condi-
tion 1) limits the probability of very low returns. The condition on the
utility function (Condition 2) limits the risk aversion at low levels of re-
turn. Specifically, in Model 1, the risk aversion is bounded below by the
risk aversion of a utility function with constant relative risk aversion, while
in Model 2, the risk aversion is bounded below by the risk aversion of a
utility function with constant absolute risk aversion.

Properties of utility functions (or preferences) for portfolios or consump-
tion bundles needed in demand and equilibrium analysis are identified by
Debreu (1959), Mas-Colell (1985), and Balasko (1988). Apart from conti-
nuity, the properties investigated in the present paper include various kinds
of differentiability, strict quasi-concavity, and differentiable strict concavity.

Because the derived utility function is concave, directional derivatives
exist even if the von Neumann—Morgenstern utility function is not dif-
ferentiable. In Model 1 (where portfolio returns are never negative), some
directional derivatives may be infinite if the derivative of the von Neumann—
Morgenstern utility function goes to infinity as portfolio return goes to zero.
The directional derivative is continuous at portfolios (and in directions)
where it is infinite.

If the von Neumann-Morgenstern utility function is differentiable and
takes finite values with probability one, then the derived utility function
for portfolios is continuously differentiable. The requirement that the von
Neumann-Morgenstern utility function be differentiable can be weakened.
In particular, if the joint distribution of returns is absolutely continuous
with respect to Lebesgue measure, then no differentiability assumption is
needed.

The derived utility function will be twice continuously differentiable if
the von Neumann-Morgenstern utility function is twice continuously differ-
entiable with non-decreasing second derivative and if an appropriate inte-
grability requirement is met. The integrability requirement will be met if
the returns have finite variances and if the above-mentioned Condition 1
on the returns distribution and Condition 2 on the utility function hold.

The derived utility function will often be strictly concave or strictly
quasi-concave even if the von Neumann—Morgenstern utility function is not
strictly concave. We find the exact necessary and sufficient conditions. The
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expected utility will be differentiably strictly concave if the requirements
for second order continuous differentiability are met and if the Neumann-
Morgenstern utility function has negative second derivative.

2 The Models

There are n assets or securities, j 1, ... ,n. A portfolio is represented by
an n-vector x, where the j'th entry xj indicates the number of shares or
units of the j'th asset in the portfolio. A portfolio x may well have some
negative entries x,, interpreted as short-selling or borrowing.

In some versions of the model, it may be relevant to impose restrictions,
such as full or partial prohibitions against short-selling or other institu-
tional constraints, on the portfolio choices available to the investor. This
is formalized by the investor's choice set X, which is a subset of Rn . The
interpretation of X is that when the investor selects a portfolio, he may
choose it only among portfolios in X. Typically X has the form [0, co)",
R" h x [0, oo)h or 3?", reflecting short-selling constraints for all assets, for
the last h assets, or no constraints. The choice set corresponds to the
consumption set in microeconomic demand and equilibrium analysis, cf.
Debreu (1959). We assume that the choice set X is closed and convex.
This assumption is standard and appears to be indispensable in demand
and equilibrium analysis.

The total returns per share of the assets are given by a random vector
R where the j'th entry indicates the (random) total (gross) return per
share of asset j. The total return to a portfolio x is x'R. The investor
considers the returns R to be distributed in 32" according to a probability
distribution r.

Assumption 1 Existence of expectations: R has a finite , mean.

The investor has a von Neumann-Morgenstern utility function v which
is a function of end-of-period wealth or total portfolio return x'R. Two
situations need to be distinguished. If short-selling is not possible and all
individual assets have non-negative total returns for sure, then all portfo-
lios in the choice set X have non-negative total returns for sure, and the
von Neumann-Morgenstern utility function needs to be defined only on the
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non-negative part of the real line. In this case, we permit the value neg-
ative infinity at zero in order to allow for utility functions that approach
negative infinity as total portfolio return goes to zero. Otherwise, if either
short-selling is allowed or some assets have negative returns with positive
probability, then there is no limit to how large negative portfolio returns
are possible with positive probability, and so it is necessary to have the von
Neumann—Morgenstern utility function defined on the entire real line.

Model 1 Limited domain, non-negative returns and no short-selling:

1. Limited domain: u is defined on [0, +oo) and takes finite real values
except possibly the value u(0) = -oo.

2. Non-negative returns: For all assets j, R > 0 with probability one.

3. No short-selling: X is contained in [0, +oor.

Model 2 Unlimited domain: u is defined on the entire real line (and takes
finite real values).

The assets (contracts) available in Model 2 are claims to (or liabilities
for, or both) random future amounts of wealth, possibly in the form of
a consumption good. The claims may be thought of as contracts (rather
than assets) because we do not rule out the possibility that the returns
may turn out to be negative; thus, there is no telling in advance whether
a given contract will be an asset or a liability. This specification allows for
the classical case of normal distributions.

Model 1 is a special case of Model 2 except for the possibility that
u(0) = —co. One of these two models and its corresponding assumptions
will always be in force. If neither is explicitly specified, either will do.

Assumption 2 u is strictly increasing, concave and continuous (also at
zero).

Assumption 2 rules out quadratic utility functions. Concavity of u im-
plies continuity when u is defined on the entire real line and continuity
except at 0 when u is defined only on the non-negative real line. Assump-
tion 2 forces u to be unbounded below when it is defined on the entire real
line.
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Assumptions 1 and 2 are maintained throughout the rest of this paper.
Define the extended choice set X as X = (0, +oo)" in Model 1 and
= Rn in Model 2. Then X is contained in *X. Define the extended utility

function V on the extended choice set X by

V(x) = Eu(x'R).

Strictly speaking, the utility function V for portfolios is the restriction of
the extended utility function V to the choice set X.

The expectations symbol "E" refers to the mathematical expectation
with respect to the probability distribution Write u(x'R) + for the pos-
itive part of u(x'R). More generally, the positive part of a variable Y is
Y+ = max{0, Y} and the negative part is Y- = - min{ 0, Y} = Y ÷ - Y.
Since u is concave (Assumption 2) and expectations exist (Assumption 1),
it is easily seen that Eu(x 1 R)+ < 0 for all x in X, so that. V is well defined
and V(x) < -1-oo. It also follows that V is concave.

3 Negative Infinite Expected Utility
Model 1 allows the von Neumann-Morgenstern utility function u to take the
value u(0) = -oo. We shall see that this possibility is not too difficult to
handle from a technical point of view. I shall argue here that it is acceptable
from the point of view of decision theory, and it cannot be avoided without
a severe loss of applicability of the model.

Most axiomatic theories of expected utility imply that the von Neumann-
Morgenstern utility function is finite-valued, and that the expected util-
ity of all admissible random prospects is finite also. That is true even of
those theories that allow for an unbounded utility function, cf. DeGroot
(1970), Fishburn (1976, 1982), Ledyard (1971), and Nielsen (1984, 1987a).
It would, however, be possible to change the axiom systems underlying
these theories so as to allow the von Neumann-Morgenstern utility func-
tion to take the value -oo and/or to allow the expected utility of admissible
random prospects to be -oo. This will violate the so-called "Archimedian
axiom," but the violation is acceptable from the standpoint of rational be-
havior. Nielsen (1989) exhibits an example of an axiom system which allows
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the von Neumann-Morgestern utility function to take the value +co and
also allows the expected utility of admissible random prospects to be +co

The Archimedian axiom says that if p, q and r are admissible random
prospects (probability distributions) such that p /- q >- r, then there exist
numbers s and t with 0< s< 1 and 0< t< 1 such that sp+ (1- s)r >- q Y-
ip+ (1 -Or. Here, >- denotes the (strict) preference relation over admissible
random prospects, and sp + (1 - s)r and tp + (1 - t)r denote "compound
lotteries" (convex combinations of probability distributions). If u is the von
Neumann-Morgenstern utility function and if -oo = E pu < Egu < E,u <
+oo, then Epu = -oo = .E,p+(l_,),.0 for all s with 0 < s < ,1, in violation of
the axiom. So, in order to allow the value -oo, the Archimedian axiom (or
the corresponding axiom in any particular axiom system) must be modified.
The modified axiom would assume the existence of the number s only if
the prospect p is not minimal with respect to the preference relation on the
set of admissible prospects.

An axiom system and a decision theory modified in this manner recog-
nizes the possible existence of one or more "least preferred" prospects which
are so bad that any compound lottery involving a positive probability of one
of them is also least preferred. The utility function derived from the theory
would assign (expected) utility -co to these least preferred prospects. In
the one-period portfolio-choice model, a total portfolio return of zero might
be treated as being this bad. Such an attitude on the part of the investor
may be termed extreme, but it is hardly irrational. Thus, negative infinite
utility is acceptable from the point of view of decision theory.

Furthermore, negative infinite utility cannot be avoided without a severe
loss of applicability of the model. If u were required to be bounded below,
then utility functions such as u = log would be ruled out. An alternative
way to avoid negative infinity might be to have u defined only on the
open interval (0, +co) and to require x'R > 0 with probability one for all
portfolios x in X. However, that would not work well, primarily because
of the requirement that the choice set X be closed. The choice set. X will
typically equal [0, +co)" . Even if R3 > 0 with probability one for all assets
j, the choice set X = [0, +oor contains the portfolio x = 0 which has zero
return for sure. The zero portfolio cannot, be excluded from X without
arbitrarily bounding X away from zero, since X has to be closed.
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4 Discontinuous Expected Utility
In demand and equilibrium theory, it is virtually always necessary or de-
sirable to assume that the preference relation or the utility function is con-
tinuous. The following examples show that without a further integrability
assumption, the utility function V derived from expected utility may be
discontinuous.

Example 1 In Model 2, assume that the (marginal) distribution of the
total return R1 to the first asset is normal with mean zero and variance
one. Suppose that

u(t) = — exp(t 2 + t) for t < —1

and that u is extended to the entire real line in a manner such that it is
strictly increasing and concave. If x is a portfolio consisting of a shares of
the first asset, then the total return x'R to x is normally distributed with
mean zero and variance c 2 , and

1 
V(x) u(t)

271.a2 
exp(—t2/(2a2))dt

1 f -1
27r0.2 	 exp(t 2 + t)exp(—t2 /(2cr2))dt

1	
u(t)exp(—t2 /(2a2))dt.

2ira2 -1

The second term above is finite because of the concavity of u, so V(x) is
finite if and only if the first term is finite. Since

exp(t2 + t) exp(—t 2 /(2a 2 ))dt = f exp(t 2 (1 — 1/(20 2 )) + t)dt,

V(x) is finite if jai < and V(x) = —oo if la > 1/ This shows
that V is discontinuous at the portfolio x consisting of a = 1/f shares of
the first asset. 0

Example 2 In Model 1, assume that the (marginal) distribution of the
total return R1 to the first asset is lognormal: it is distributed as exp(Y),
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where Y is a normally distributed random variable with mean zero and
variance one. Let a < 0 be a number such that the function

f (1) = - exp(t 2 2 + t - Nr---t) for t < a

is strictly increasing and concave, and extend f to a strictly increasing and
concave function on the entire real line. Suppose that the von Neumann-
Morgenstern utility function is u(t) = f(log t). If x is a portfolio consisting
of s > 0 shares of the first asset, then the total returns x'R to x is distributed
as

a exp(Y) = exp(Y + logs) = exp(Y + c),

where c = log s. Consequently,

V(x) = Eu(xi R)

= E f (log x'R)
E f (log(exp(Y + c)))
E f (Y + c)

1+: f (t) F-71.1 exp( -(t - c) 2 12)dt

- f exp(t 2 / 2 + t - Nr-7)exp(-(t - c) 2 12)dt

- 27.	 f (t) exp(-(t - c) 2 I2)dt.

The second term above is finite because f is concave, so V(x) is finite if
and only if the first term is finite. Since

a 
exp(t 2 /2 + t - NT-7) exp(-(t - c) 2 12)di =

a
exp((1 + c)t -	 - c2 I 2)dt,

V(x) is finite if c > -1 and infinite if c < -1. In terms of s, the number
of shares, V(x) is finite if s > exp( -1) and infinite if s < exp( -1). This
shows that V is discontinuous at the portfolio consisting of s exp(-1)
shares of the first asset. q
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In Example 2, the problem is not one of total returns that are negative, or
even total returns that are zero. The return to the asset is positive with
probability one. The discontinuity occurs at a portfolio which consists of a
positive number s of shares of the asset. That portfolio, as well as all other
portfolios consisting of a positive number of shares (possibly smaller than
.9), has positive return with probability one. For all these. portfolios, there
is zero probability that the utility of the return will be negative infinity.
However, those portfolios that consist of fewer than s shares of the asset
have negative infinite expected utility. The discontinuity occurs not because
of zero return or negative infinite utility, but because of negative infinite
expected utility.

5 Continuous Expected Utility
In order to ensure that V is continuous, we will assume that u is integrable
below:

Assumption 3 Integrability (below): Eu(x'R)- < +co for all x in .1? such
that ir(u(x'R) = —oo) = 0.

Even though this assumption is exactly what is needed from a technical
point of view, it is desirable to split it into two seperate, jointly sufficient
conditions on the returns distribution ir and the utility function u. The
condition on r will say that there is not too high probability of very low
portfolio returns. The condition on u will say that risk aversion is bounded
below at low wealth levels by the risk aversion of a utility function with
constant relative risk aversion in Model 1, and by the risk aversion of a
utility function with constant absolute risk aversion in Model 2.

Condition 1 Limited probability of low returns:

1. In Model 1, ERx`11)1 < -1-oo for all r E. [0 , oo	 x	 0, all cr < 0.

2. In Model 2, E exp(x'R) < -1-oo for all .r in 4?".

Example 3 In Model 1, if there is one asset, and if its total return follows
a lognormal distribution, then Condition 1 holds. In Model 2, if R is jointly
normally distributed, then Condition 1 holds. 0
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In order to state the condition on u, a few definitions will be needed.
Suppose u and v are two utility functions, and suppose that I is an

interval which is contained in the domain of definition of both u and v. Say
that u is less risk averse than v if any lottery accepted by v is also accepted
by u, provided that both initial and final wealth are within I. Formally, u
is less risk averse than v on I if the following holds:

• If Y is a bounded random variable with values in I, if c E I, and if
v(c) 5_ Ev(Y), then u(c) 5 Eu(Y).

If u and v are twice differentiable, then u is less risk averse than v on I
if and only if the measure of absolute risk aversion for u is less than the
corresponding measure for v at all wealth levels in I. The present definition
does not require differentiability.

For y > 1, let un, denote a utility function with constant relative risk
aversion (CRRA) y, defined on [0, +oc). Specifically,

1	 i, , 1 - ../,
u,(w) = --

—co
if w > 0
if w = 0

For A > 0, let v A denote a utility function with constant absolute risk
aversion (CARA) A, defined on the entire real line. Specifically,

v),(w)	 exp(—Aw)

Condition 2 Limited risk aversion at low levels of wealth:

I. In Model 1, there exist too > 0 and 1, > 1 such that u is less risk
averse than the CRRA utility function u, on (0,wo).

2. In Model 2, there exists wc, and A > 0 such that u is less risk averse
than the CARA utility function v, on (—co, wo)•

Condition 2 implies that u is bounded below by a CRRA (respectively,
CARA) utility function at low levels of wealth:

Lemma 1 Suppose u and v are two utility functions. Suppose I is an
interval contained in the domain of definition of both v and v. If u is less
risk averse than v on I, then there exist numbers a. > 0 and b such that

v(w)> av(w) + b for all w E I
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PROOF: Let g : v(I) 32 be the function g = u o Then g is strictly
increasing and convex. Choose a and b such that the graph of the affine
function t at+b is tangent to the graph of g. Then a > 0, and g(t) > at+b
for t E v(I). For for w E I, u(w) g(v(w)) av(w) + b. q

Proposition 1 Conditions 1 and 2 jointly imply Assumption 3.

PROOF: It follows from Condition 1 that the variables u,(x 1 R) (in Model 1)
and vA (eR) (in Model 2) have finite means. The rest follows from Lemma 1.

Assumption 3 is maintained throughout the rest of this paper, except
where Conditions 1 and 2 are explicitly imposed.

It follows from Assumption 3 that V(x) = –co if and only if 7r(u(x'R) =
–oo) > 0. A portfolio has utility negative infinity only if it has positive
probability of zero return and the utility of zero return is negative infinity.

It follows from the concavity of u that V is concave. It also has the
property that if V(y) > –oo and V(x) = –oo, then V(tx + (1 – ny) > -oo
for all t with 0 < t < 1. This can be seen as follows. Since -1-7(x) = –oo,
we are in Model 1, u(0) = –co, and x'R is non-negative with probability
one. Since I7(y) > –oo, y'R is positive with probability one. Hence,
r[(tx + (1 – t)y)'R = 01 = 0, and so V(tx + (1 – t)y) > – oo = V(x).

Since V is concave, it is continuous in Model 2, where it takes finite
values only and where its domain of definition is all of s?". It turns out
that V is in fact continuous on all of .X in both models, so . that V is in any
case continuous on X.

Proposition 2 V is continuous.

PROOF: There is nothing to prove in Model 2. In Model 1, let (x(k)) be a
sequence in [0, +oo)" converging to some portfolio x in [0, +oor.

Consider first the case where r(u(x 1 R) = –oo) = 0. For large k,

x < x(k)„
2

for those assets j such that x l > 0, and

x(k), < x, + 1
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for all assets j, so that

(x' R)/2 x(k)'R < (z + R

and
u((x 1R)/2) u(x(k)'R) u((x + R)

almost surely (where t. is the portfolio consisting of one share of each asset).
By Assumption 3, the functions u((x 1 R)/2) and u((x+ t) 1 R) are integrable.
Since u(x(k)' R) converges to u(x'R) almost surely, fi(x(k)) Eu(x(k)'R)
converges to 17 (x) Eu(x'R) by the Dominated Convergence Theorem.

Next, consider the case where r(u(x 1 R) = —oo) > 0. For large k,
x(k), < xj + 1, so that

0 < u(z(k)' .1i) +	u((x + t)' R)+

almost surely. Since u(x(k)' R) converges to u(x'R) almost surely and
u((x + t)' R) + is integrable because u is concave, Eu(x(k) 1 R) + converges
to Eu(x 1R) + , which is finite. Since u(0) = —oo and u is continuous, there
is a compact subset C of [0, +oo)" such that r(C) > 0 and u(x'R) = —oo
for all R in C. Given t > 0 there is s > 0 such that u(s)- > t. For large k,
x(k)' R < .5 for all R in C, so that

Eu(x(k)' R) -	 r(C)u(s) -	ir(C)t

and, hence, Eu(x(k)' R) - converges to +oo and f (x(k)) = Eu(x(k)' R)
converges to —co = Eu(x'R) = V (x). q
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6 Directional Derivatives
In this section, we compute the directional derivatives of

Recall that the derivatives and u'+ from the left and the right exist
because the utility function u is concave. In Model 1, if u(0) = -oo, set
u'+ (0) = +oo.

Proposition 3 Directional derivatives of V: Let x and e be portfolios such
that x and x + e belong to X and such that V(x + e) > -oo. Then V has
the one-sided directional derivative

e) = E[1{,,R>o}(e' R)u'+ (x l R)] + E[1{,,Ft<o}(e' R)u s- (x1R)]

at x in the direction e. The second term is finite, and the first term is finite
or +co. It is finite if x - e belongs to X. It is infinite if V(x) =

PROOF: Observe that

< —1{e'R<O}

—1{,,R<o}[u((x +	 R) — u(x'R)]
u(x 1 R)+ - u((x + e)' R).

The latter term has finite expectation because u is concave and because
V(x + e) > -oo. By the Dominated Convergence Theorem,

E {1{e,R<o}u((x	 je)  R) 	 E[1{,,R<o}(ei	 (x'R)],

as t •-■ 0, t > 0, and the limit is finite. Observe furthermore that

u((x + ter 1?) — u(x'R)
l{e fR>o}	 1{,,R>0}(e' R)u 1+ (x 1 R)

u((x + te)'R) - u(x'R) 
1 {e , R<O)	 l{eR<o}(e'R)ui-(x1R)— 

almost surely as t -4 0, t > 0. The convergence is dominated:

u((x + ter 1?) — u(x'R)
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almost surely and monotonically as t -i 0, t > 0. Consequently,

u((x + te)'R) - u(x' R) I	 E[1{,,R,01(e'R)u'ix'R)]E[1.(e'R>0}

as t -0 0, t > 0. It follows that

V(x te) - V(x )	 E[1{eR>o}(e'R)u1+(x` R)] + E[1{e'R<o}(e1R)u1-(x'R)]

as t -0 0, t > 0. If x - e belongs to X, then the directional derivative is
finite because V is concave and finite on the line segment [x - e/2, x + e/2]
(if e = 0, then the directional derivative is zero). Finally, if V(x) = -oo,
then	

7(x + te) - V(x) +cx,

for all t > 0, so that V 1 (x; e) = +oo. q

The proof of Proposition 3 relies on dominated convergence to derive
the limit involving u 1- but relies on monotone convergence to derive the
limit involving u 1+ . Monotone convergence could also be invoked in the
former case, but the domination is needed in order to establish that the
limit is finite.

In Model 1, we will say that u is differentiable at zero even though it
is defined only on [0, +oo) and even if u' + (0) = +oo, and we will write
u'(0) = u'+(0).

If x and e are portfolios such that x and x+e belong to X and V(x+e) >
-oo, and if u is ir-almost surely differentiable at x'R, then the directional
derivative takes the more familiar form

V'(x;e) = ERe'R)u i (x' R)].

If, in addition, x - e belongs to X and V(x) > -oo, then the directional
derivative is finite, and it is two-sided:

V I(x;e) = - V'(x; -e) = E[(e' R)u.'(x' R)].
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17(x(k)+ .56(k)) — V(x(k))

V(x + se) —17(x(k)) 

7 Continuous Differentiability
This section explores the continuity properties of the directional derivatives
of V.

The following Proposition relies only on the fact that V is concave,
and continuous and has the property that V (tx + (1 — t)y) > —oo when
f7(y) > —oo and 0 < t < 1.

Proposition 4 Model 1. Continuous directional derivatives when fP(x;e)
+co: The (one-sided) directional derivative V 1 (x;e) is continuous on (rel-
atively to) the set

B {(x, e) : x E , x+e )1,17(x +e)> —a)}

at points (x, e) where 17'(x; e) = +oo.

PROOF: Suppose (x(k), e(k)) is a sequence in B converging to (x, e) E B.
Given any positive integer N, there exists s > 0 with s < 1 and such that

(x + se) — (x)  
> N + 1.

For each k and for all t with 0 < t < s, x + te and x(k) + te(k) belong to
X, V(x + te) > —co, V(x(k) + te(k)) > —oo, and

V(x(k) + te(k)) — V(x(k)) > -1-7(x(k)+ se(k)) — V(x(k))

Consequently,

V' (x(k); e(k))
	 f7(x(k)+ se(k))	 V(x(k))

Since V is continuous,

V(x(k) + se(k)) — V(x(k)) > V(x + se) — V(x(k))

for sufficiently large k. For such k,

17 1 (x(k); e(k))
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So,
V' (x(k); e(k))	 -Foo = V'(x; e)

0

Let ei denote the portfolio that consists of one share of asset j and noth-
ing else. Then V'(x; e)) is the (possibly only one-sided) partial derivative
in the direction of asset j.

Proposition 5 Continuous differentiability. Assume that for all x in an
open set G contained in X, u is 7r-almost surely differentiable at x'R. In
Model 1, assume that either u(0) > -oo or R 0 r-almost surely. Then
V is continuously differentiable on G with V'(x) = .E[Rulx1R)].

PROOF: First,
f	 e') = E[R,u'(x'R)] < -boo

for x E G. This follows from Proposition 3 by setting e = ee', where e> 0
is chosen so small that x j -e > 0. It follows from the remark made after the
proposition that the derivative is a two-sided partial derivative. It remains
to be shown that it is a continuous function of x E G.

Consider an asset j and a portfolio x in G. Pick a finite set C of
portfolios whose convex hull conv(C) contains x and is contained in G. Let
B be the set of R such that u is differentiable at x'R, and at c'R for all
c in C. Then ir(B) = 1, and R.,u1-(y'R), as a function of y E conv(C), is
continuous at y = x when R E B. Furthermore, if y E conv(C), then

min{c'R : c E C} = min{ z I R : z E conv(C)} < y'R

so that

0 < Au' (y'R)I

< IR1u'(min{c'R : c E C1)1

< max{1Rj u i (c IR)1: c E C}

for all R in B. Since C is contained in G. the bound on the right hand
side of the last inequality above is integrable. It follows from the standard
result about continuity of an integral that. E[R,u1-(y'R)] = ETRI Oy'R)1 is
continuous at y x. E=1
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Proposition 5 relies on the assumption that u is almost surely differen-
tiable at x'R for all x in G. That assumption will of course be satisfied
if u is differentiable. However, it will often be satisfied even if u is not
differentiable.

Example 4 If r is absolutely continuous with respect to Lebesgue mea-
sure, then the mere concavity of u implies that u is ir-almost surely differ-
entiable at x'R for all x 0 in This is so because the set of points in
the domain of u where u is not differentiable is at most countable. For any
portfolio x 0 in X, the set of returns vectors R such that u is not differ-
entiable at x'R is a. union of at most a countable number of hyperplanes,
and hence it has probability zero. q

Example 5 Suppose the first asset is riskless. Let Rf be its return per
share (subscript "f" for risk-free), that is, R1 = Rf with probability one.
Write the vector of total returns per share as (R1 , R), where R is now the
vector of total returns per share to the last n —1 assets. Write portfolios in
the form (x, y), where x is the number of shares of the first (riskless) asset
in the portfolio, and where the entries in the vector y are the numbers of
shares of the last 71 - 1 assets. The total return to a portfolio (x, y) is then
xRf + y'R. In this case, the distribution r cannot be absolutely continuous
with respect to Lebesgue measure. However, if the marginal distribution of
returns to assets 2, ... ,n is absolutely continuous with respect to Lebesgue
measure in Rn- 1 , then u is almost surely differentiable at xRf + y'R unless
the portfolio consists only of riskless shares, i.e., unless y .= 0. q

Example 6 If there exists a return vector	 0 such that ir(A) > 0, then
u has to be differentiable everywhere in order to be differentiable at x'R
almost surely for all x in the interior of	 q

8 Second Order Derivatives
Proposition 6 Second order continuous differentiability. Assume that u is
twice continuously differentiable with u" non-decreasing. If EIR iRj u"(z i 1? )1 <
+oo for all j and all x in some open set G contained in X, then V is
twice continuously differentiable on G with

171(x) = E[R,Riu"(x'R)]
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for each pair i, j of assets.

PROOF: By Proposition 5, V is continuously differentiable with V(x) =
E[Ru'(x 1R)] (which is finite) for x in the interior of X. Consider assets
i and j and a portfolio x E G. Pick a finite set C of portfolios whose
convex hull conv(C) contains x and is contained in G. Then RtRiu"(y'R),
as a function of y E conv(C), is continuous at y = x. Furthermore, for
y E conv(C),

min{ cIR : c E C} = rnin{ z'R : z E conv(C)} y'R

so that

0 5 IRiRiu"(Yin
1/ii Riu"(min{c1R : c c C})I

< max{1Ri Riu"(c1 R)1 : c E C}

for all R in B. Since C is contained in G, the bound on the right hand side
of the last inequality above is integrable.

It follows from the standard result about continuity of an integral that
E[R,R,u"(y'R)], as a function of y, is continuous at y = x.

It follows from the standard result about differentiation of an integral
that E[R,R,u"(x1R)] is the derivative at y = x of the function E[Rju'(y'R)].
0

If u is twice differentiable, let u A denote the absolute risk aversion func-
tion. Note that if u exhibits decreasing absolute risk aversion, then u" is
non-decreasing.

Lemma 2 Make the following assumptions:

1. u is twice continuously differentiable (except at zero in Model 1).

2. u" is non-decreasing.

3. Conditions 1 and 2 hold.

Ri has finite variance for each j in Model I.

Then EIRiRiu"(x 1 R)1< +oo for all i. j and all x in the interior of

18



PROOF: If t < wo then

ui(t) = te(wo)exp I— 
r
 uA(w)dw]

wo

so that
u"(t) = —uA (t)ul (wo)exp	 uA(w)dwi

.0

In Model 2, Condition 2 implies that uA (t) < A for t < wo. Hence,

u"(t)	 —Aul(wo)exP(A(wo — t))
—a exp( — At )

where
a = Au'(wo) exp( Awo) > 0.

When x'R <	 lu"(x1R)1 < a exp(—Ax 1 R). When x'R > wo, l un ( x/R )1 <
l un( wo)1 . Consequently, for all R,

1Ri Riu"(x 1 R)I 5_

( ex9(Ri ) + exP( — Re ))( exP(R;) + ex9( Ri)) [ a ex9(-- Ax 'R) + lun(wo)11

Given Condition 1, this implies that EIR,Rj u"(x' R)I < +co.
In Model 1, Condition 2 implies that u A (t) < It for t < wo. Hence,

u"(t)	 —(-y/t)te(wo) exp(-y(log wo — log t))

= —u'(w0)14-yrl'

When x'R 5_ wo, lu"(x 1 R)I < eil(wo)w(17(x1 R)-1-1 . When x'R > wo,
ju"(x 1R)j< lu"(w0 )1. Consequently, for all R,

IR,Rju"(x'R)1	 xnxi R)x; 1 (x'R)[u 1 (wo)wjry(x' R) -1-1 + Iu"(wo)I]
= (x,x,)-lul(wo)w-0'-y(x1R)1-' + (T,x,)-1(x' R)21u"(wo)i

Given Condition 1 and the assumption of finite variances, this implies that
EIR,Riu"(x1 R)I < +oo. q

Note that in Model 2, the assumption of finite variances follows from Con-
dition 1.
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Proposition 7 Second order continuous differentiability. Under the as-
sumptions of Lemma 2, V is twice continuously differentiable on the inte-
rior of X with

Vi'f(x) E[RiRju"(x1R)]

for each pair i, j of assets.

PROOF: Follows from Lemma 2 and Proposition 6. 0

9 Strict Quasi-Concavity and Concavity
The derived utility function V may be strictly concave or strictly quasi-
concave even if u is not strictly concave. That depends not only on u but
also on the distribution This section identifies the exact conditions for
V to be strictly concave or strictly quasi-concave. We also find a set of
sufficient conditions for V to be differentiably strictly concave.

Since V is concave, it is strictly concave if and only if it is not affine
on any line segment, and it is strictly quasi-concave if and only if it is not
constant on any line segment.

Let J be the set of maximal non-degenerate intervals in the domain
of u where u is affine. The set J may be empty. Its elements are closed
intervals, and there are at most countably many of them. The intersection
of any two elements of J either is empty or consists of a common endpoint.

Proposition 8 V is strictly concave if and only if there do not exist port-
folios x and e 0 such that

I. x and x + e belong to S. .

2. With probability one, either e'R = 0 or x'R and x'R + e'R both belong
to the same element of J.

PROOF: Suppose portfolios x and e as described do exist.. Then

rr(e'R > 0 and u 1+ (x'R) u`+ (x'R + e'R/2)) = 0

and
ir(e'R < 0 and u'-(x'R)	 ti'-(x'R e'R/ 2)) = 0,
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so that V'(x + e/2; e) = V`(x;e), implying that V is not strictly concave.
Conversely, if V is not strictly concave, then there exist portfolios x and
e 0 such that x and x + e belong to and V '(x + e; e) = V'(x; e). From
the formula for the directional derivative, it follows that

E[1{,, R>o}(e' R)u'4" (x' R)1 + E[1 {e , R<o}( e ' R)u1— (x'R)]

	

E[1(e,R>o)(e' R)u 1+ (x + e)'R)] +	 (e .R<o)( e ' R)u l— (x + e)'R)].

Since

	

1{,,R>o}(e'R)u1+(x'R) 	 l{e ,R>o}( e'R)u'lx + e)'R)

and

	

e'R)u1- (x 1 R)	 1{e , it<o}( e ' R)u'- (x + e)'R)

almost surely, it follows that

1{,,R>o}us+(x/R) = 1{,,R>o}u1+(x + e)'R)

and
fi<olu i- (x'R) = 1 {e,R<o}te-(x + e)'R)

almost surely. This implies that almost surely, either e'R = 0 or else x'R
and x'R + e'R belong to the same element of J. q

Example 7 Model 2, normal distributions. Suppose R is normally dis-
tributed with mean .11 and a positive semidefinite covariance matrix f2.
Then V fails to be strictly concave if and only if u is affine on both [0, +oo)
and (-00, 0]. If so, then the set J consists either of the real line (if u is risk
neutral) or of the two intervals [0, +oo) and (—cc), 0]. In the latter case, if
x and e 0 are two portfolios, then x'R and x'R + e'R both belong to the
same element of J if and only if either x = 0 or there is- t > 0 such that
e = t x. On the other hand, if u is given by, for example,

u(w) =	 1 if
l> 1

	

1 2(t — 1)	 if t	 1

then V is strictly concave even though u. is not. q
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Example 8 Model 1. Complete state-contingent markets with n states.
For each j = 1, ,n, let e be the fth unit vector, so that e'j = 1 while
ek = 0 for k j. Suppose the probability distribution it is concentrated on
the points el , i.e., a(el ) > 0 for all j and Ei 7r(et ) = 1. This corresponds
to a state-preference model with n states j = 1, ,n. Asset j has return
one in state j and return zero in all other states. The markets are complete
in the sense that every (non-negative) vector of state-contingent returns
can be achieved through some portfolio. The derived utility function V is
strictly concave only if the von Neumann-Morgenstern utility function u is
strictly concave. To see this, suppose that u is not strictly concave. Then J
contains some non-degenerate interval I (where u is affine). Choose t and
e > 0 such that t and t + e belong to I. Let x te l and e = ee l . In state 1,
x'R = t and x'R + e'R = t+c, and in all other states, x'R = x'R+ e'R = 0.
Hence, with probability one, x'R and x'R + e'R both belong to the same
element of J, and -1-7 fails to be strictly concave. q

For I in J, let s i denote the slope of the graph of u on I.

Proposition 9 V is strictly quasi-concave if and only if there do not exist
portfolios x and e 0 such that

1. x and x + e belong to .k

2. With probability one, either e'R = 0 or x'R and x'R + e'R both belong
to the same element of J.

3. EIEJ SI fix'REI, 7'R+e'RE11 e'Rir(dR) = 0.

PROOF: If x and e are portfolios satisfying 1 and 2, then

1-71(x; e) = E[l{eui>o)(e' R)u s+ (x 1R)] E[1{e,R<o}(e1/1)u'(x'R)]

= E S I f
IEJ	 {x'REI,	 REI, e' R>0}

IEJ	 x'	 RE/ • e'R<O}
E .5 1 	 c' R ir(dR)

E s	 e'R 7r(dR).
IEJ	 z'R+e'REI}

e'R 7r(dR) +
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Suppose portfolios x and e satisfying 1-3 do exist. As shown in the proof
of Proposition 8, V'(x + e/2; e) = V'(x; e), so that Statement 3 implies
Vi(x+e/2; e) = -17 1 (x; e) = 0. It follows that V is not strictly quasi-concave.
Conversely, if V is not strictly quasi-concave, then there exist portfolios x
and e such that x and x + e belong to X and V'(x + e; e) = 171 (x; e) = 0.
Statements 1 and 2 follow as in the proof of Proposition 8, and Statement
3 follows from the computation above. q

In Model 1, V is always strictly quasi-concave, except in the degenerate case
where there exists a portfolio eEX,e0 0, such that e'R = 0 almost surely.
This follows easily from the third property of x and e in Proposition 9.

Example 9 Model 2, normal distributions. Suppose R is normally dis-
tributed with mean R and a positive semidefinite covariance matrix O.
Then 17 fails to be strictly quasi-concave if and only if u is affine on both
[0, +co) and (-co, 01 and there exists e 0 such that

fe'R>0	 fe'R<0
s+	e' R7r(dR) + s -	e' Rr(dR) = '0

where s + and s- are the slopes of the graph of u on [0, +oo) and (-oo, 0],
respectively. Set m(a) = E[(a + Y)1(a+y)›.01, where Y is some standard
normal variate. Then m(a) is the non-negative incomplete mean of a nor-
mal distribution with mean a and unit variance. For a portfolio e 0,
let

Veifie
denote the ratio of mean return to standard deviation of return to e. Then
the equation above can be rewritten as

s + a(e) - 1
s-	 m(a(e))

Is there a portfolio e that satisfies this equation? The maximal ratio of mean
to standard deviation available from any portfolio is (ren11) 1 / 2 , which is
achieved by the portfolio 	 Let a denote the unique 'solution to'

s +	 a
s-	 m(a)

'The equation in statement 3 of the proposition in Nielsen (198Th) should also read
like this (but contains a misprint).

e'R
a(e) = 

e
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Nielsen (1987b) observes that a is the limiting slope of the indifference
curves of the preference relation for standard deviation and mean of return,
and that there exists a global satiation portfolio if and only if

(RizR)1 /2 < a.

We can state here that there exists a portfolio e as described above if and
only if there exists a portfolio e with a(e) = a, if and only if

(kak- ) 1 1 2 >

and if and only if there is no global satiation portfolio.
In conclusion, V fails to be strictly quasi-concave if and only if u is

affine on both [0, +oo) and (–oo,0] and

(In 
R)112 > a,

where a solves

0

8+
— = 1
s -

a
m(a)

The utility function V is said to be differentiably strictly concave at x if
it is twice continuously differentiable in a neighborhood of x and it has the
property that e'D 2 V(x)e < 0 whenever e 0. In other words, the second
derivative is negative definite at x.

Proposition 10 Differentiable strict concavity. Under the assumptions
of Proposition 6 or Lemma 2, if u" < 0, then V is differentiably strictly
concave on G or on the interior of X, respectively.

PROOF: It follows from Proposition 6 or Lemma 2 that V is twice contin-
uously differentiable on G or on the interior of X with

12:1(x) = E[R,Rju"(x1.1?)].

In particular, when e 0,

e'D2V(x)e = ERe'R) 2 11"(x'R)] < 0.

0
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